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The Retwine Review
Our area managers are back on the road and they are
really looking forward to seeing you our customers
again. They will of course be making contact with you
to make sure you are happy to see them, if not we
totally understand.
Talk to your Area Manager or our customer services team
about some great deals we can offer on the products in
this newsletter.
We would like to thank you for your support over these
challenging times and if we can be of assistance please
don’t hesitate to contact us.

Debris Mesh
Polypropylene yarn. High UV & chlorine resistance,
allows water to pass through but not leaves or large
particles etc. Ideal for use as swimming pool mesh,
debris mesh, sand pit covers and skip bin covers..
183cm wide Available in Green and Blue.

SWFAB/SWFAB2

We are now on facebook!
Like our page and join our facebook community

Reid & Twiname

Webtex®
Seatbelt
Webbing
50mm Black 100m,
Roll Only.

WEWPYSB50BK

Webtex® Polypropylene
Binding
25mm Black 100m Spool only.

WEWPPB25BKA

Here are two convenient options to tie down the
debris mesh.
Stainless Steel 2 Part Tie Down 25mm,
Surface mount.

MECSSTD
Stayput™ Horizontal
Tie Down
Black, 25 Pkt.

SYTDHBK

Trade Tip - Be Safe
Let’s all keep up the good work in our fight
against Covid 19

Bradmill
Brellaguard®
Water-based waterproofing
treatment that repels dirt, grease,
water and oil on most textile
products including acrylic canvas.
Available in 750ml and 5L.

WSBBG750/05

Bradmill Water Based
Bradproof™
Waterproofing product for reproofing
of Polycotton canvas products.
Available in 2,5 and 20L.

WSBCPWP02/05/20
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Buckle Snaps

Ute Tie Downs

1’’ Black 25 Pack.

We stock an extensive
range of tie downs a variety of sizes and
styles.

SDAB100

Hobble Buckles

UTTD/UTTD70Bk/
80BK/90BK/110BK/
90WT/UTTDDTS/
UTTDWT

1’’ Black 50 Pack.

SDHB100

Welded Dees
1’’ 6g Black 50 Pack.

SDBWD100

Edge Trim SNL
Black 50m - 5m Increments.

WNSNLBK

Toptarp® Ripstop 680 Plus
FR 320cm Dark Green.

PVTR32FRGR

Stayput Double Fasteners
Horizontal and Vertical doubles in both black and white.
Available in bags of 25.

PVC Matting

SYHD/SYHDB/SYVD/SYVDB

Limited stock of a lighter
coloured version of our charcoal
matting. 2mm 195cm x 10m.
Grey.

MGPVC195CCSP

*Specials are for the month of June 2020 and whilst stocks last. Prices are Trade and ex warehouses and are exclusive of GST.

